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RE: Docket ID NRC-2001-0012
Part 61: Site Specific Analyses for Demonstrating Compliance with Subpart C Performance Objective

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Part 61 proposed rule language.

Clarify Uncertainty Analysis Requirements
The uncertainty analysis requirements are not well defined and it is unclear what is expected in the uncertainty analysis.
The supporting regulatory basis documents discuss comprehensive uncertainty analyses that encompass societal
components, natural components and engineering component, and appear to be worst case scenarios. Will licensees
and regulatory agencies be expected to perform uncertainty analyses to the same depth as in the basis documents?
Uncertainty analyses including societal and natural components may be outside the scope of expertise for licensees and
state regulatory agencies. Will the NRC be available to provide support for these types of analyses?

Removal of Technical Analyses for Greater Than 20,000 Years
The compliance period for protection of the general population and for inadvertent intruders is 20,000 years after
closure. Performing technical analyses of design, site characteristics, and peak dose after this compliance period fall
outside of the regulatory scope of these regulations. These analyses should be offered as good practices in regulatory
guidance documents, not as requirements in the regulations.

Clarify Intruder Assessment Compliance Period
The compliance period for the intruder assessment it unclear in the proposed language. Does the compliance period
start at the date of closure or at the date of termination of institutional controls?

Basis Documents
The technical basis documents only discuss the depleted uranium analysis. Is the expectation that the technical analyses
will include the complete inventory or only depleted uranium?

The technical basis documents discuss uncertainty analyses, though these analyses appear to be more of a worst case
scenario than uncertainty analysis. Is there an expectation that uncertainty analyses will be worst case scenarios?

The technical basis document states it is based on current science. ICRPs 26 and 30 are not the most current science,

though are the basis for 10 CFR 20.
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If you have any questions about these comments, please contact either Sean Murphy (509-943-6626) or myself (509-

946-0234).

Sincerely,

Earl Fordham

Eastern Regional Director, Office of Radiation Protection

Washington Department of Health
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